Nakhari Kirith

Race: Human
Class/Career: Warlock
Nickname(s): Khari
Alignment: chaotic neutral
Religion: none

Main Physical Attributes:
Sex: Female
Age: 20
Height: 5'5"
Weight: 130
Hair: Black, straight, shoulder length.
Eyes: Blue
Skin: Fair
Distinguishing Features: a variety of scars covering her arms, legs, and torso. The scars
on her arms and legs are a regular double row of round puncture marks. On her back,
there are criss-cross scars, like lash marks, as well as a number of burns.

Personality:

-Cynical and sarcastic.
-Believes that the ends justify the means and that "good" and "evil" are meaningless
concepts.
-Can be manipulative.
-Has trouble trusting people or expressing affection.
-Often shows affection through joking and teasing, rather than more sentimental gestures.
-Is very loyal to and protective of the few people she has established relationships with--her
siblings and her fiance.
-Is easily angered and has a vengeful streak.
-Harbors a deep hatred for both the Scarlet Crusade and the Scourge (she used to feel the
same about *all* undead, until she found out that her father was one of the Forsaken)

Clothing:

-Likes the "image" of a warlock and prefers to wear flowing robes in silk or velvet, often
with hoods that leave her face shadowed. Favors blacks, reds, and deep purples. For
formal occasions, wears dresses or bodices and long skirts, again favoring silks, velvets, and
dark colors.

Armor:
-When fighting, wears sturdier versions of her normal clothing.
Jewelry:

-an engagement ring
-a silver crescent moon pendant, a gift from Evantine

Weapons:
-a dagger of sin'dorei make, given to her by Evantine
-an orange-tipped wand that does fire damage

Companions/Associates:
Evantine (fiance)
Demons:
Aezrah, succubus
-Very loyal and protective of Nakhari
-Unusually hesitant and reserved...at least for a succubus
-Follows Nakhari around invisibly
-Cynical and sarcastic. Shares Nakhari's generally warped sense of humor and frequently
whispers sarcastic comments to her.
-Has a deep phobia of paladins, Aelia in particular.

Jhazkhath, voidwalker

Nheenum, felhunter

Zorbis, imp

Family:
Parents: Thomas and Milla Kirith
Siblings: Aelia and Ashly/Killean (5 years older)

History:
Nakhari grew up in the city of Lordaeron. Her parents ran an inn there. She was the
beloved, and somewhat spoiled, baby of the family, doted on by her two older siblings, the
twins Aelia and Ashly, and by her parents. Nakhari adored and looked up to both of her
siblings, but was closer to Ashly than to Aelia, since both of them had a natural inclination
toward dark magic. Ashley began training as a warlock when he was a teenager, and Aelia
began training as a paladin at roughly the same time. Aelia was upset about her brother's
chosen path, and Nakhari in turn was angry at Aelia for holding it against Ashly.
Lordaeron fell when Nakhari was thirteen years old. Her parents were killed during the
attack, and she believed her brother was as well. Aelia was away at the time, being trained
as a paladin in Stormwind. Nakhari escaped the notice of the Scourge forces by hiding in a
closet, then fled the city with a group of refugees.

She spent the next two years in an orphanage run by the church, where her attitude, as
well as her interest in dark magic, frequently got her into trouble. Getting caught in a
compromising position with an older boy didn't help much either.
During her time at the orphanage, she met Brother Crowley, a member of the Scarlet
Crusade. As she was obsessed with the idea of destroying the undead and paying them
back for Lordaeron, they had a lot in common. He became one of her few friends at the
time.
At the age of fifteen, Nakhari left the orphanage to pursue training as a warlock. For a
time, her teacher was Killean Felborn, who she came to admire and deeply respect, and
eventually to consider a close friend.
When she was twenty, she was reunited with her sister Aelia. The two had a rocky
relationship at first, as Aelia disapproved of Nakhari's chosen path, but they eventually
resolved those differences. Nakhari eventually moved in with Aelia, who had set up a suite
for Nakhari in her house, consisting of a bedroom and a private study/work area. Aelia set
Nakhari's rooms up as a surprise for Nakhari. She dragged Nakhari along on shopping trips
to get ideas of her taste in furnishings and consulted with Killean to find out how she would
need her study set up and what books and materials would be useful to her. Although
embarrassed by her own "mushy sentimentality," Nakhari was deeply touched by the
gesture.
Driven by her desire to fight back against the undead, Nakhari joined the Scarlet Crusade,
though both Killean and Aelia tried to talk her out of it. While she was there, she was
subject to a "quarrantine and interrogation," ostensibly to ensure that she was not a plague
carrier or infiltrator, but was really a prolonged period of torture designed to break new
Crusaders' will and ensure that they could be easily controlled through fear. After her
indoctrination, she left the Crusade, almost more angry at herself for trusting them than she
was at them for what had been done to her. Although she didn't tell her sister what
happened, Aelia managed to find out. In anger at what had been done to her sister, she
punched Crowley, only barely restraining herself from murdering him. Aelia's order
punished her for this hot-headed action, but this strengthened Nakhari's relationship with
her sister.
After spending several months recovering from her injuries, Nakhari went to Duskwood to
help deal with the undead problem there. Her time with the Crusade hadn't dulled her
desire to fight the undead, but she was determined to do it on her own terms, rather than
as the minion of a group of fanatics. She's been threatened with death after leaving the
Crusade, but so far no one has struck against her. (This may have something to do with
the fact that, shortly after she left them, the Scarlet Monastery was completely destroyed,
with only one survivor left, and the Crusade was much more worried about picking up the
pieces and rebuilding their stronghold than about dealing with a single deserter.)
While she was adventuring in Duskwood, Nakhari's life was saved by a blood elf rogue
named Evantine. The two hit it off instantly and almost had sex, but Evantine accidentally
started pulling magic from Nakhari, got upset, and told her to leave. They met again in the
Arathi Basin, on opposite sides. Evantine captured an Alliance fighter whose entire unit had
been killed. When she realized her captive was Nakhari, she killed the orc who found them
talking and let Nakhari get back to her forces. She also prevented a sneak attack
on Nakhari's commander, taking an arrow that was meant for him. This resulted in her
capture by the Alliance. She was kept away from the other Horde prisoners for her own
safety. The Alliance forces were unsure what to do with her. On the one hand, she had
fought for the other side and been taken prisoner, but on the other hand, she had stopped a

sneak attack and saved the commander's life. Evantine was taken to the Stormwind
stockade, and Nakhari spoke to Killean and Aelia, both of whom went to the Highlord on
Evantine's behalf. Evantine was released, on the condition that she stay out of Stormwind
territory.
Nakhari and Evantine eventually developed a romantic relationship, with Nakhari taking
every opportunity she could to spend time with Evantine in Ratchet. Nakhari and
Evantine's relationship wasn't exclusive, however, and when she went to Outland, Evantine
became involved with Zephyr, a dragon in the form of a high elf, in Shattrath. Also around
this time, Nakhari met Eadwyn, a Draenei shaman, and the two became adventuring
partners. They eventually became bed partners as well, not out of any romantic
attachment, but more because it was something to keep them both entertained while
adventuring in Stranglethorn Vale.
After Aelia and Killean went on several missions for the Keepers of Time, Aelia found out
from one of the keepers that her twin brother Ashly was alive. When she told Nakhari,
Nakhari was both ecstatic that her adored older brother wasn't dead and deeply worried for
his safety. Aelia had been given an indication that he had survived Lordaeron, but nothing
of his whereabouts.
Based on Evantine's earlier suspicions, Nakhari came to the conclusion that her brother was
in fact Killean, her friend and mentor. (Killean had no memory of his own past.)
Aelia confirmed this by asking their father for specific details about Ashly's apparent death
and finding out that what happened to him matched Killean's own injuries (which he learned
from the Keepers of Time that he'd received fighting the Scourge). Based on comments
Killean had made about not wanting to know his past, Aelia chose to keep this information a
secret. Nakhari, however, felt Killean had the right to know the truth and told him. He then
spoke with the Keepers of Time, who confirmed that he was in fact Aelia and Nakhari's
brother.
During the second plague outbreak and the siege of Stormwind, Aelia asked Nakhari to take
two of her friends, Janaomira and Aldria, to safety. Nakhari was deeply traumatized by
the situation in Stormwind, which brought back memories of the fall of Lordaeron, and she
feared for the lives of her brother and sister. She took Janaomira and Aldria to Ratchet,
which was not hit as hard by the plague or the Scourge atttacks. She stayed with Evantine
at her place. Knowing how terrified Nakhari was for her family, Evantine snuck into
Stormwind and fought the Scourge, watching Aelia's back. Because of this, King
Varian Wrynn granted her a full pardon, as well as offering her a writ of safe passage and a
job with SI:7.
Shortly thereafter, Evantine proposed to Nakhari, giving her a beautiful engagement ring.
Once they were engaged, they made their relationship exclusive. (Zephyr was vaguely
happy for Evantine, but didn't much care one way or the other--Eadwyn was thrilled for
Nakhari, but joked that adventuring with her was going to be much less interesting.)
Once King Wrynn declared war on the Horde, SI:7 set Evantine up in order to establish a
cover for her to spy on the Horde. She was attacked by three street thugs, whom she
killed, and was promptly arrested for manslaughter. The charge was dismissed, as it was
self-defense, and only then did she discover that the whole incident had been arranged by
SI:7, so that her writ of safe passage would be "revoked," and she would have believable
reasons for leaving Stormwind and associating with the Horde. She packed her things and
moved back to Ratchet in the middle of the night. Nakhari left Stormwind as well, moving
to Ratchet in order to be with Evantine.

